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Whatts llext2
e'l l tease you by tell ing you that John is on the track of another very rare
and very exotic early Hemi, and we'l l have details on that as soon as we
can. However, since he's built the only running Ball Stud Hemi in the

world, we have an interesting follow-up story regarding the Ball Stud Hemi prol-
ect that came to John after we ran the article on his Barracuda. Without knowing
who he was, another longtime Hemi devotee told Arruzza about a bizarre occur
rence that happened to him back in the mid-1970s.

While traveling in Florida in his motor home, this very reputable guy
stopped at a place that repaired those early Winnebago's and such. A Dodge
motor home was there having its engine swapped, and sitt ing on the ground
next to the RV was what looked like a cross between a Hemi and a big block
Chevy. Being a Hemi guy, the man took an interest in the curious motor
because he'd never seen one before. The owner of the repair shop proudly
informed him the motor was a former experimental Ball Stud Hemi and the motor
home belonged to a Chrysler executive who was having them swap a 440 into the
camper because he was tired of f ighting problems with the Hemi. He offered to sell
the motor to this guy for $1,500, and it supposedly ran, but why would anyone want
to pay that much money for an engine that, admittedly, had problems and would be
impossible to get parts for? He passed on the deal but, of course, years later, seri-
ously regretted that decision!

Speaking with Tom Hoover about this, Arruzza was informed that it was
entirely possible a few of the test motors could've made it over to the Dodge Truck
Division, and it wouldn't have been out of the question for one to have ended up in an
exec's motor home. Customized motor homes for the corporate office guys were some-
thing of a new fad in the early 1970s, so anything was possible. This guy had no incen-
tive to make up the story, and when he told it lo Arruzza, he didn't know John had the
only running Ball Stud motor on the planet, so why bother if i t wasn't true? Was a run'
ning Ball Stud Hemi installed in, of all things, a Dodge motor home? At least one source
says "yes," so where is that motor today? lf you're down in Florida, you might want to
start checking around with any RV repair shops that've been in business for more than
thirty years!


